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V i n c e  L a n n i e

   Nazi Germany surrendered in May 1945 

while the first American atomic test 

occurred in July 1945—two months after 

the end of war in Europe. But the Pacific 

campaign dragged on. Although Japan 

was now clearly on the defensive, its war 

machine continued to fight with resolve 

and showed no intention of surrender. 

American field commanders, including General 

MacArthur and Admiral Halsey, had developed 

specific plans for the eventual invasion of the 

Japanese homeland including estimates of 

American battle casualties. On the island of 

Okinawa alone, for example, 14,000 American 

soldiers had lost their lives in addition to thousands of 

severe casualties. Moreover, 20 American ships had 

been sunk and an additional 157 damaged by enemy 

Kamikaze action. Thus, the Japanese had no intention of 

capitulating, and the invasion of the Japanese islands 

would be more difficult to conquer than the defeat of 

Germany, caught in a pincer action in the West by the 

allies and in the East by the Russians.  Japan was fully 

prepared, however, to defend its homeland to the last 

man, woman, and child. Thousands of lives were at stake 

on both sides—American invading forces and Japanese 

defenders. In fact, the United States was so convinced of 

high military casualties that it minted thousands of extra 

Purple Heart medals—eventually awarded to those 

wounded in action or to the families of the fallen.  

   This situation stung President Truman to the core. A 

former soldier who understood the brutality of war, he 

realized that an American invasion of the Japanese 

homeland islands would cost hundreds of thousands of 

casualties. He recoiled at this outcome and became 

convinced that the use of the atomic bomb was the best 

means of forcing Japan to surrender and thus save 

thousands of American troops. In addition, he had not 

forgotten Japan’s unprovoked attack on Pearl Harbor 

and the brutal and inhumane treatment of American 

prisoners of war. He was also aware of potential Russian 

intervention in the war in order to gain indispensable 

participation in eventual surrender negotiations. Truman 

had been warned about the potential severity of atomic 

power, but the saving of American lives took precedence 

over this worry. And so he gave the order to prepare to 

drop an atomic bomb on a Japanese city. 

   But which city? A Target Committee composed of 

Manhattan Project participants and military experts 

selected five possible targets (excluding Kyoto because of its 

historical, religious, and cultural significance). 

Hiroshima was ultimately chosen because it 

was an “important army depot of 

embarkation in the middle of an urban 

industrial area.” It was a good radar target, 

and its size signified a large part of the city 

could be significantly damaged. Truman was 

satisfied with this selection process and urged 

concentration on military objectives and soldiers 

and seamen as the targets, not innocent 

women and children. “Even if the Japanese 

are savages, ruthless, merciless, and fanatic,” 

argued a determined and acerbic President, 

Americans were not barbarians prepared to 

slaughter all humanity. For several months before 

dropping the bomb, planes scattered over 63,000,000 

leaflets throughout the country, warning the Japanese 

that a new bomb was about to destroy their cities and 

countryside with severe destruction. Beyond this air 

attack, Truman warned that sea and land forces would 

follow in such numbers and power they had not yet seen. 

   Truman always and energetically argued that the use of the 

atomic bomb was the best military means for forcing Japan to 

surrender unconditionally. Truman warned that the Japanese  

could “expect a rain of ruin” from the air, the likes of which had 

never been seen on this earth. 

   Hiroshima was the chosen city to be bombed on August 6 

and a B29 aircraft would carry out the mission. The B29, 

called the Enola Gay, named after the pilot’s mother’s 

name, was commanded by Colonel Paul Tibbetts and 

carried the first atomic bomb, nicknamed “Little Boy.” 

Kotura and Nagasaki were secondary targets but they 

were not needed, and the Enola Gay flew six hours from 

the island of Tinian to its mission, accompanied by two 

additional B29s, one carrying instrumentation and the 

other photographic equipment. The Enola Gay dropped 

the bomb from about 31,000 feet and quickly flew eleven 

and a half  before it felt the shock from the blast. 

   The incredible destruction of Hiroshima was 

devastating. In a matter of minutes half the city vanished 

from the face of the earth. According to first American 

estimates, 60,000 to 70,000 people were killed or 

missing, 140,000 were injured or made homeless, and 

deadly radiation affected in different ways approximately 

100,000 more. The city was essentially demolished with 

over 60,000 buildings destroyed. Indeed, the bomb 

produced a “concentrated chaos” from which no city or 

nation could easily recover. 

   And still the Japanese Government (including Emperor 
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T H E  A T O M I C  B O M B I N G  O F  H I R O S H I M A  A N D  N A G A S A K I  C O N T ’ D  

goat cheese ($9). 

   Invite your friends to come share 

paella, the rice dish that originated in the 

19th century in Valencia, as a working 

man’s meal eaten in the field right out of 

the cooking pan. Saffron, which grows 

amply in Spain, distinguishes this from 

other rice dishes. The meat, seafood, or 

vegetables are combined with a sofrito, a 

stew of garlic, onion, and tomatoes cooked in olive oil.  

During the cooking process, the paella will form a char 

on the bottom known as socarrat. If you don’t care for 

this, tell your waiter ahead of time.   

   Order from three types of paella: Chicken and Chorizo 

(small $16/medium $30/large $44).  Or Seafood (small 

$19/medium $36/large $54). Or Veggie (small $15/

medium $26/large $40). Medium feeds two to three, and 

large, four to six. 

   The casual restaurant is open from noon to 10 PM 

Monday through Thursday. Friday and Saturday, from 

noon to midnight (kitchen open until 11 PM). Sunday 

brunch is served from 11 AM to 3 PM with a full menu 

served afterward from 4 PM to 10 PM 

   Reservations are recommended: 843-577-5393. 

   Fifty-two years ago, I enjoyed my very 

first paella on New Year’s Eve, cooked 

by my future husband. 

   Scott used a recipe he had copied from 

a tavern wall in Spain on one of his 

travels as his Navy ship plied back and 

forth from Norfolk to the Mediterranean. 

Today we still love paella and have 

found a great place to order it—it’s 

Barsa, at the corner of King and Line Streets. 

   Barsa labels its menu as “Spanish with a Southern 

Drawl.” It is a Spanish tapas restaurant that serves 

everything from small plates to paellas and is perfect for 

any size group. There is plenty of free parking, a 

courtyard for dining and cocktails, and fine wines and 

beer to accompany the hearty Spanish food. 

   Begin with a delicious cocktail—I chose a Sangria de 

Cava featuring Capel Pisco, lemon, cava, and fresh citrus 

($7). Scott had a Sangria de Roja with brandy, 

cinnamon, tempranillo, and fresh citrus ($7). 

   Order several tapas to share. We chose Roasted Olives 

with garlic, thyme, and rosemary ($5), Pan con Tomate, 

homemade ciabatta, fresh tomato, garlic and manchego 

($7), and champignons, local mushrooms with herbed 

B G  E A T S  O U T :  B A R S A  
A d e l a i d e  W a l l i n g e r  

 Hirohito) did not respond or even acknowledge the 

bombing. An angry Truman publicly warned the Japanese 

Government that unless it accepted unconditional 

surrender more bombs would be dropped on other cities. 

Yet the Japanese government remained silent and 

continued its wartime activities against its American foe. 

   Three days after the Hiroshima bombing, Truman 

ordered another city to be bombed on August 9. Kohura 

was the city chosen, but a smoke cover altered the 

destination to a secondary target, Nagasaki. Another B29, 

piloted  by Major Charles Sweeney, carried a second 

bomb labeled “Fat Man,” and dropped it at 18,000 feet 

above the city to achieve maximum blast effect. And 

another holocaust destroyed a second city with as much 

devastation as at Hiroshima. Approximately 40,000 

people were killed or never found and another 40,000 

injured in various degrees. Forty percent of all buildings 

were destroyed, and radiation spread rapidly throughout 

the city. 

   This time the Japanese had had enough. On September 

2, 1945, the Japanese Government, which had been ready 

to fight to the death, finally surrendered unconditionally. 

It realized the destructive nature of this new type of bomb 

and that further hostilities would mean more bombings of 

other Japanese cities. This was made abundantly clear by 

Emperor Hirohito’s statement of surrender. “The enemy 

now possesses a new and terrible weapon with the power 

to destroy many innocent lives and do incalculable 

damage.” He concluded that to continue “to fight, not 

only would…result in an ultimate collapse and 

obliteration of the Japanese nation but…also lead to the 

total extinction of human civilization.” 

   Winston Churchill estimated that the Japanese 

surrender prevented a million American deaths and 

casualties, and approximately 250,000 British soldiers 

and seamen. Other estimates were lower but still 

monumental—perhaps only 500,000 casualties. Or even 

only 50,000 American lives. What should Truman have 

done? And how many casualties were too many? Even 

one American life?  In a letter written after he had left the 

presidency, Truman made it very clear that he knew 

exactly what he was doing when he approved the use of 

dropping atomic bombs on Japanese cities. He closed 

with these powerful and determined words, “I have no 

regrets, and under the same circumstances, I would do it 

again.” 

   Would you? 



W H A T ’ S  H A P P E N I N G !  
 J e n n y  J u h a s z ,  R o b i n  K a u f f m a n ,   

B r i t t  L o c k ,  a n d  C h r i s t y  S m i t h  
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Happy Hour and Music at Put’s Pub:  
 

Wednesday, November 9, at 4:30 PM—Alton Cox 

Wednesday, November 16, at 5:00 PM—Lisa Smith 

Wednesday, November 23, at 4:30 PM—Alton Cox 

Wednesday, November 30, at 4:30 PM—Ted McKee 

W E L C O M E  A N N E T T E  R I P L E Y  

F a i t h  D o d g e  

 Annette Ripley became a part of the 

BG Family in September as Social 

Services Manager. A couple of weeks 

later she had the unique experience of 

being one of many staff members to 

successfully evacuate all of our Myers 

Hall, Arcadia, and Read Cloister residents due 

to Hurricane Matthew. Many of us, as 

independent living residents, have heard all of 

the wonderful stories of the extreme care and 

thoughtfulness given by the staff during this very unfortunate 

circumstance. While an exceptional learning experience, we 

hope it is one which will not be replicated in the near 

future. 

   Annette graduated magna cum laude from Trident 

Technical College with an Associate Degree in Human 

Services, a Certificate-Gerontology, and Certificate-

Human Services Generalist. She graduated magna cum 

laude with a Bachelor's Degree in Social Work from 

Limestone College. She is a Licensed Baccalaureate 

Social Worker by the Board of Social Work Examiners 

and holds memberships in the National Association of 

Social Workers (NASW) and South Carolina Activity 

Professionals Association (SCAPA). 

  While working in Continuing Care, Memory Care, Home 

Care, and Hospice Care, Annette worked diligently every 

weekend, studying for her State Board Examination for 

her License. She worked at Somerby of Mt. Pleasant as 

Assisted Living Activities Assistant in both Assisted 

Living and Memory Care areas, helping residents and 

families adjust to their new living situations. She 

worked as a team with nursing, dining, and 

housekeeping staff to provide the best quality of living 

care for all residents. Annette spent several years 

working with Senior Care areas, supervising Human 

Resources and managing all aspects of client care and 

outside marketing services. 

  As a student intern, Annette assisted patients and 

families in making health care decisions 

based on personal goals of care, connecting 

clients and family members to appropriate 

support systems as needed. 

   Immediately after graduation Annette worked at 

The Village at Summerville as Medicare 

Admissions Coordinator in managing cases, 

establishing patient-facility trust, assessing family 

psychosocial status, and collaborating positive 

linkage for the benefit of patients and families. 

Previous to coming to Bishop Gadsden, Annette was employed 

by Vibra Hospital of Charleston with the responsibility for 

planning, organizing, developing, and directing the 

overall operation of the Social Services Department. This 

broadened her experience in working with Social Work-

Rehabilitation, connecting with people and helping to 

empower them in coping with the many challenges that 

come with aging and rehabilitation. This knowledge will 

be an advantage when Bishop Gadsden broadens the 

ability to have a Medicare Certified Rehabilitation 

facility. This new venture will expand opportunities for 

all BG residents in the future. Once a resident is accepted 

under Medicare, he or she can use this benefit at Bishop 

Gadsden for up to 100 days per benefit period. This will 

allow each of us to remain on campus. Annette's extended 

experience in this field will be a welcome benefit for all 

of us. 

  It was an honor for me to have had the opportunity to 

interview Annette for this article. I am always impressed 

by the gentle care given to our residents by all of the BG 

employees. The care and thoughtfulness put into the 

search process for prospective employees by management 

is apparent and quite a benefit for all of our 

residents.  Annette loves working with senior citizens and 

is happy to now be a part of the BG Family. She 

welcomes all residents to stop by and say "Hi"! 

   Welcome, Annette! We are happy to have you as our 

newest addition to the BG Family. 

September 

Julio Concepcion, Utility  

Culinary Services 
 

October 

Stephanie Ochipinti, Admin Assistant 

Charitable Giving & Communications 
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Mark Your November 2016 Calendars 

 
Friday, November 4, at 11:00 AM 

Al Mahan: Humor, Impersonations & Parodies 

Morse Activity Room 

 

Saturday, November 5, at 11:00 AM 

Morning Jazz with Dan Jani 

Morse Activity Room 

 

Tuesday, November 8, at 10:00 AM & 2:00 PM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Depart from the Front Commons 

 

Friday, November 11, at 10:30 AM 

Veterans Day Patriotic Service 

Chapel 

 

Saturday, November 12, at 4:00 PM 

Vocals & Guitar with Edd Carney 

Morse Activity Room 

 

Tuesday, November 15, at 4:30 PM 

Cellist Louise Dubin 

Chapel 

 

Wednesday, November 16, at 4:00 PM 

Edward Jones: Financial Scams 

Blackmer Hall 

 

Saturday, November 17, at 3:30 PM 

Laureen and Ferris of Dreamland Band 

Myers Hall Living Room 

 

Saturday, November 19, at 4:00 PM 

Gregory Guay’s LowCo Guitar Performance 

Morse Activity Room 

 

Sunday, November 20, at 4:00 PM 

Tea & Poetry 

Myers Hall Living Room 

W H A T ’ S  H A P P E N I N G !  
 J e n n y  J u h a s z ,  R o b i n  K a u f f m a n ,   

B r i t t  L o c k ,  a n d  C h r i s t y  S m i t h  

C h a r l e s t o n  N o v e m b e r  
E v e n t s  C a l e n d a r  

 
 
 

Please note, these are not Bishop Gadsden events; 

therefore, no transportation is provided. 
 

November 9  Stomp  

   Gaillard Center 

   843-724-5212 

 

November 12  Jackie Evancho 

   Gaillard Center 

   843-724-5212 

 

November 12  Charleston Veterans Day Parade 

   Downtown Charleston 

   843-789-7488 

 

November 15 &16 Annie 

   N. Charleston Performing Arts

   843-529-5000 

 

November 18  Dolly Parton 

   N. Charleston Performing Arts 

   843-529-500 

 

November 19  Step Back in Time:  

   Colonial Trades and Harvest Day 

   Charles Towne Landing 

   843-852-4200 

 

November 19  The Beauty of Queen Leenane 

   PURE Theatre 

   843-723-4444 

 

November 28  Manheim Steamroller Christmas 

   N. Charleston Coliseum 

   843-529-5000 

View the GAB online at www.bishopgadsden.org                                                  

 

Resident Update Meetings 
 

 

Read Cloister: Monday, November 7, at 4:00 PM 
Morse Activity Room 

 

Myers Hall: Thursday, November 10, at 3:00 PM 
 

   

Myers Hall Activity Room 
 

Apt/Cot/Flats: Wednesday, November 16, at 10:00 AM 
 

 

Blackmer Hall 



N O V E M B E R  B I R T H D A Y S  
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1 Jeanne Rice 

1 Nancy Waters 

3 Kerry Huggins 

4 Talia Dillahey 

4 Angie Zervos 

4 Suzanne Mersereau 

5 Shirley Feldman 

6 Cece Stricklin 

8 Peter Moss 

9 Jan MacDougal 

10 Marilyn Powell 

M O V I E S  ( F R O M  T H E  S E N I O R S ’  P E R S P E C T I V E )  

Welcome New Residents 

Ann Brown 

Lillian Gale 

David and Barbara Mann 

Mickey McBride 

  Review by Jamie & Sallie Gough 

 Deepwater Horizon tells the story of the horrific oil spill in the Gulf from the human 

experience on the drilling rig. The whole structure floats and the movie shows how the oil is 

drilled and how the platform is stabilized. BP (British Petroleum) owns the enterprise and 

skips vital checks in order to make up time. And then it all explodes. The story is about the 

terror and the heroism of the team on site, and Hollywood, as always, makes a magnificent 

explosion.   

   The Girl on the Train—Wish I hadn't read the book because the movie is really good. 

Emily Blunt is excellent but the rest of the cast is as well and so, too, the director. I'd call it a 

psychological suspense thriller in the film noir genre, which is right up my alley. Between the 

book and the movie, see the movie first.  

   The Dressmaker with Kate Winslet is set in the bleakest, tiniest Australian town to which 

our heroine returns after years away. This is a story of finding out about her past, 

reconnecting with her mother, and reacquainting herself with the town’s inhabitants, mostly 

awful people.  It is also a story of vengeance once she knows the truth. An engrossing movie, 

well done. 

   The Accountant is a new twist on action thrillers. Take an autistic math savant raised by a 

Great Santini type father and you get a perfect independent contractor with hit-man skills: an 

objective look at your books if you're a cartel worried about inside financial skullduggery. 

Preposterous? All in the eyes of the beholder. I went along with it and had some fun. Not for 

the practical minded or those grounded in reality. 

   Jack Reacher: Never Go Back starring Tom Cruise is really good. We have adjusted to 

Tom playing the character who is larger than life in the books…Tom is a reasonably small 

man…but he plays the role wonderfully and the action, and plot, very exciting! 
 

Review by Jack & Shelton Hisley 
   Queen of Katwe is the uplifting true story about a destitute, uneducated 10-year-old girl 

living in the slums in Katwe, Uganda, whose world changes when a missionary introduces 

her to the game of chess, which she masters to become a champion. Beautifully cast and 

brilliantly directed, this longish (2+ hours) movie will hold your attention and tug at your 

heartstrings.  If you’re looking for a triumphant, feel-good movie, this one is for you!  

Review by Carroll Rivers 
Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children is not for everyone, only those with a lively 

sense of wonder and imagination.  It is definitely weird! The highlight is the battle between 

awful monsters and the peculiar children, using their “talents.” This movie is easily 

identified as one by Tim Burton.  Fun and quite enjoyable.   

11 Frank Hanckel 

12 Mary Crawford 

14 Goodie DiRaddo 

14 Louise Crosby 

14 Dee Garforth 

14 Wendy Kemper 

14 Virginia Thomas 

17 Harriette Elmore 

17 Jane Gregory 

19 Maggie Shore 

22 Juanita Gibson 

22 Jamie Gough 

24 Rosemary Bouvette 

24 Frank Meade 

24 Kelsay Meek 

24 Curtis Wise 

25 Alva Boyce 

25 Harold Quinn 

26 Kim Blakely 

27 Lynn Pagliaro 

28 Joan Halkyard 

28 Barbara Regan 

29 Carolyn Titus 
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C H A P E L  U P D A T E :  V O L U N T E E R  

M a r i l o u  W a t t s  

   Due to various reasons, the Altar Guild in the Chapel has been reduced to just three people. Some months one 

person carries the work for several weeks in a row. In the regular congregation there are many vigorous, healthy 

ladies who come most every Sunday. The work is not difficult and easy to learn how to do. The joy you feel in 

using these beautiful vessels and making a meaningful contribution to the service is more than worth the time spent 

in the effort. You will work with an experienced guild member until you feel comfortable working alone. The 

Chapel needs your help. Come join us in this peaceful and loving service. 

                                 If interested, please call:  Billye Mann—843-762-9626 

               Marcia Keene—843-795-7419 

                Marilou Watts—843-762-9625 
 

  We will help you get started in this happy new ministry in your life.     

A  S N A P S H O T  O F  O U R  A F R I C A N  A D V E N T U R E  

R a y  H o u l i h a n

   I was sitting in the Bulawayo 

Room in the famous Victoria 

Falls Hotel, looking out across 

the vast lawn at the mist that 

seemed to rise right out of the 

ground. The source of this 

strange phenomenon is tons of 

water flowing into a gorge 

some 355 feet down to create a masterpiece of nature, 

known as Victoria Falls, or as the natives describe it “the 

smoke that thunders.” The hotel was first opened over 

100 years ago by the reigning British monarch as a 

symbol of the expanding British Empire.  

   However, the stars of our trip were the animals and 

their surroundings. From the bull elephants pushing over 

large trees to reach leaves, to the lively steenbok, to the 

sable antelope, and the remaining “big four” were only a 

small part of our never-ending animal show. The 

existing wild part of Africa seems to have stopped in 

time so when we watched a mother rhino caring for her 

young, we were looking at a creature whose ancestors 

trod this earth with the dinosaurs a million years ago. It 

should not be surprising that our professional guide was 

dedicated to saving the African rhino. Poaching rhino 

has become an epidemic because of the value of the horn 

which now exceeds the value of diamonds and gold. In 

fact, an ounce of horn powder is worth an ounce of 

platinum. Treasured by the Chinese and Vietnamese for 

its perceived magical powers, it has escalated the horn 

value to an astronomical level. It’s small wonder that 

saving the rhino is a huge challenge for a group of 

dedicated people willing to 

risk their lives to save these 

magnificent animals from 

extinction.  

   We took time off from our 

safaris to spend a day in 

Johannesburg. We stopped in 

Soweto to follow in the 

footsteps of Nelson Mandela. By visiting Soweto we 

saw firsthand where the tragedy of Apartheid began. 

The native population was herded into this restricted 

area to remain in a virtual jail, degraded and deprived of 

all rights for 40 years. Everything began to change in 

1985 when Mandela was finally released from prison 

after 27 years. Later he successfully ran for President of 

South Africa following the country’s first free election. 

After taking the oath of office, he stood on the balcony 

before a wildly cheering crowd to make the famous 

speech calling for forgiveness instead of bloodshed. 

Mandela had reached an epiphany and thanks to his 

genius took the first important step to put South Africa 

on a path to democracy.  

   Turning to other trip highlights, which included riding 

astride an elephant on safari, watching leopards mate, 

seeing a pregnant lion two days before she gave birth to 

four cubs, and watching a serious baboon fight, all of 

these and many more are treasured memories of our 

African adventure. It was a never ending kaleidoscope 

of remarkable sights and sounds while we lived in 

excellent tented accommodations. If you have interest 

and energy, it’s the trip of a lifetime! 

The GAB Electronically! Please let us know if you would like to receive the GAB via email. Email 

stephanie.ochipinti@bishopgadsden.org to be placed on the electronic mailing list. The GAB is always 

viewable on our website—www.bishopgadsden.org, as well as on the internal resident website BGlife. 
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  The Charleston County Library will not take any donations of VHS tapes. The Allison Library and Eliza’s Attic 

are not able to accept them either. 

 Pesky mosquitoes a problem? Charleston County Mosquito Control has a solution. For 

more information on the ground spray schedule call 843-202-7880 or visit their website 

at: 

www.charlestoncounty.org/departments/public-works/workorder-request.php. 

 We had another presidential straw vote at Tuesday, October 18, Current Events 

Seminar. The results were as follow: 

 — Democrat (Clinton, Kaine): 3 votes 

 —Republican (Trump, Pence) : 24 votes 

 —Libertarian (Johnson, Weld) : 1 vote 

 —Green (Stein, Baraka):  0 votes 

 —None of the above : 3 votes 

   Attendees seemed not to favor Trump so much; rather, they appeared inclined to register a firm disapproval of 

Hillary. 

If you have any tidbits for “Did You Know,” the GAB staff would be very pleased to consider any suggestions. 

Did You Know?   


